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abernovel is pleased to release this new edition of “GAFAnomics Quarterly”, our publication which offers you every
quarter a transversal review of the earnings releases and strategic announcements of the disruptive Tech giants.
The Summer has been hot and fascinating in the Tech space which did not record any break in terms of newsﬂow.

Jean-Christophe Liaubet
Managing Partner
at Fabernovel

The value revolution, one of our key focus in our Gafanomics quarterly, has been in full swing. Tech stocks has further
eaten the "alpha" world and reached record and ground-breaking valuations. The trillion has become the new standard
for GAFA's market capitalisations, pushing their founders at the top of billionaires clubs. And this has triggered a
resurgence of the IPO deluges, many companies candidating in the US and Asia.
Bubble or not Bubble ? That's the question.
On the one hand, fundamentals have never been so bright with the Covid crisis accelerating the digital usages and
value share as witnessed by their solid Q2 results. The 20 companies from our Gafanomics posted a median of 12%
sales and 5% EBIT growth in Q2 (vs respectively -6% and -14% for the S&P 500 index), feeling a limited impact from the
Covid crisis.

A rotation of investments towards more defensive and value stocks seems likely. A wave that may lead some hot stocks
to consolidate (Tesla, Zoom...) and beneﬁt to GAFA offering the most affordable valuation (7x EV/Sales 2020 on average
for GAFA vs. 12x for Tesla or 45x for Zoom).
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However it increasingly appears that the Summer has been fuelled by a speculative wave and technical effects related
to the explosion in volumes triggered by two new categories of short term investors : the US retail investors using new
trading platforms app such like Robinhood (ﬂows estimated to c.$500bn in terms of notional) and Softbank who has
revealed by be the mysterious Nasdaq whale that invested $4bn in options with a notional amount of $30bn. This led
to a sharp increase in volatility : 11 companies from our Gafanomics index recorded 199 times a daily market cap change
of more than $10bn during the Summer, vs only 2 such a variation by any company in Europe).

What is this document?

What can you expect to learn from it?
Disruptive Tech Giants

Who should read it?

Who is writing it?
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The last 3 months
through Fabernovel’s glasses.
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While this study will focus on the performance of Tech - more speciﬁcally 20 of the top Tech companies (Fabernovel Index) between the 1st of June and the 1st of September, we wanted to give our readers some insights about what happened during
the ﬁrst week of September.
In 1 week only, the S&P Tech index lost 10% according to Factset, mostly because of the top Tech companies, which can be
explained by 3 factors:

Robinhood screenshot

Liquidities &
trading apps

The US stimulus checks ($1200) gave many Americans enough money
to invest on stock markets. As a consequence retail investors have
become more and more common (Applications such as Robinhood
went from less than 9 million users in the US in 2019 to 13 millions now).
The investments of those individuals represent a notional of c.$500bn in
a single month.

Trading apps offer its customers to invest in - call - options, more
lucrative for them and which can boost the volumes traded.

SoftBank

SoftBank acted this summer as the whale investing around $4bn in big
Tech companies (notional $30bn) such as Amazon, Microsoft, Square,
Tesla … Still, this inﬂuence remains low compared to the inﬂuence of
retail investors.
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Options

The Fabernovel index outperformed all
other sectors this quarter.
3 months performance of all sectors*
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GAFA

Increase/decrease of Tech Giants (Fabernovel Index) market cap

Their cumulative market cap is
greater than 3x the total value of
the CAC40 companies.

GAFAM
They generated nearly $2.1Tn in less
than 3 months. Enough to create a
new Apple or 2 Facebook.

GATFAM
These 6 companies represent more
than 65% of the total value of the
companies listed on the NASDAQ
(more than 3000 companies).
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Usa
Asia
Europe

Along with the increase of Market Capitalization of big
Tech companies and the increase of liquidities came a lot
of volatility regarding the amount of money traded on
capital markets.
Having a variation of market capitalization of more than
$10bn in a single day has become more and more common.
Fabernovel index
companies

European
companies

Number of companies that generated more than
$10bn market cap in a day

11

2

Times when a company took more than $10bn in a
day

199

2

-

All companies in Europe are taken into account except most recent IPOs.
The Fabernovel index only comprises 20 companies (slide 6)
The study was led between June 1st 2020 and September 1st 2020’
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Notes

To assess the stock
performance of a company,
we usually refer to the
evolution of its valuation.

Valuation

1. The evolution of its sales or
earnings expectations
2. The expansion of its multiples.

Sales

EV/Sales
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Exemples

Tesla

Good valuation

Zoom

Good Sales
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Focus on EBIT

Focus on sales

Q2 2020
Median
operational
growth YoY

Median
2020e
ﬁnancial
revisions

+5%

+7%

Sales
EBIT

Q2 2020
Delivery

Sales

EBIT

EPS

.
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Beat In line Miss

Performance
Q2 2020

Vs. Analysts
expectation

Growth
YoY

1.89Bn€

-2%

+11%

-139M€

-216%

-857%

138M

+1%

+27%

What happened this quarter?

2. A boom in value due
to new podcast deals.

Monthly active users (millions)
vs evolution of MAU YoY (%)

3. MAUs growth.

1. A pure player against GAFA
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Performance
Q2 2020

Vs. Analysts
expectation

Growth
YoY

$6.0Bn

+12%

-5%

$327M

-*

-*

$2.18

-*

-*

What happened this quarter?

2. Proﬁtability achieved
and growing.

Tesla market capitalization
vs car delivery (thousands)

3. Growth helped
by the COVID crisis?

1. A surge in market capitalization.
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Performance
Q2 2020

Vs. Analysts
expectation

Growth
YoY

$2.2Bn

+8%

-29%

-$1.1Bn

+6%

+79%

-$1.8Bn

-29%

+66%

What happened this
quarter?

2. Should Uber rethink its
business model?

Uber rides sales
vs Uber eat sales (millions)

3. Late reaction through
new services.

1. A strong decrease
of Uber Ride trip revenue.
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Evolution of the number of MAU (Monthly Active users) of
biggest social media platforms since launch (millions)

What is Tik Tok?
Tik Tok is a Chinese social media App where anyone
can post a short video which can be liked, shared or
commented.
The App is extremely popular, to a point where it
has become the fastest app to reach a billion MAU
(only 3 years).
What happened?
Donald Trump threatened to ban Tik Tok due to
national security risks related to Bytedance, the
owner of Tik Tok in China
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What does that mean?
If Tik Tok had to be banned from the US, the consequence would be quite important for the company as the US
represent 10% of Tik Tok users.
Microsoft might be interested in taking over Tik Tok in North America, New Zealand and Australia. The deal could
be valued around $20bn.

After a good start in early 2020, the IPO market
froze between March and May, due to the current
crisis (-39% in terms of number of IPOs and -32% in
terms of proceeds in Q2 2020 vs Q2 2019).
Nevertheless, a strong rebound is happening and
companies such as Lemonade, Palantir or AirBnb
are entering the public markets.
Why?
As explained before, the investors have much more
conﬁdence compared to a few months earlier.
Moreover, companies might need extra cash if they
have been severely hit by the Coronavirus.

Source: Factset, as of September 1st 2020

-6%

-20%

$24.3Bn

+8%

-63%

$16.0Bn

+48%

-22%

$12.7Bn

+26%

+41%

$9.2Bn

+83%

+500%

$9.2Bn

+83%

-67%
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Still, the results in terms of price performance for
the recent IPOs is very heterogeneous.

$82.4Bn

Tencent

Facebook

Uber

Amazon
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Apple

Alibaba on retail’s future

Tesla

Facebook on antitrust subject

Netﬂix
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Zoom on the potential of its solution

Anti fragile companies fared the
best in the coronavirus crisis
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Share price performance by sector

Tech has shown
its resistance to the Covid
crises, along with Healthcare
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*Source: S&P 1200 Global, as of 15 August 2020

Fragile
Robust
An “Antifragile” element will not always
completely resist facing chocks, but will
improve itself thereafter, to be able to
better face future issues.

Our body, a perfect
example of Antifragility

faster

stronger
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Building on their super powers;
The “free customer”

They have redeﬁned the customer concept. They
make no difference between a paying customer and a
non-paying one. GAFA set out to make themselves
indispensable to as many people as possible.

The “utility value model”

They have redeﬁned value creation. They ﬁrst think in
terms of customer commitment rather than
ﬁnancials. Delivering sustainable customer value
prevails over short-term proﬁtability.

The “pirate management”

They have redeﬁned talent management. They
created an innovation-friendly environment to
supercharge performance and pioneer the future.

They are networked companies. They are able to
detect, organize, and animate very small units of
value. Their competitive advantage is to deal
efﬁciently with billions of small transactions.

They use real-time data feedback to instantly
optimize market ﬁt and improve products’ value.
Their competitive advantage is instant
ﬁt-to-market.

The “inﬁnite” enterprise

They use highly scalable software and services to
achieve zero cost delivery once critical user mass is
achieved. Their competitive advantage is speed of
scalability and proﬁtability.

The “intimate” enterprise

They use customer knowledge to ﬁne-tune and
personalize the experiences they deliver to each
customer. Their competitive advantage is customer
hospitality and comfort.
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The magnet” enterprise

The “real-time” enterprise

Investing in and leveraging intangible assets
has proved to be a winning strategy for
companies

Leveraging intangible assets
impact
better identify
certain risks and prepare for unforeseen
events.
Tesla
Microsoft

Value
creation
pillars
ESG
performance

anti-fragile

ESG stocks outperformed
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+7%

During the crisis, tech giants managed to seize
opportunities and evolve in these particular industries.

1.

2.

3.

4.
These evolutions and new moves, along with changing habits,
have been raising a few questions & debates.

25

While many tech giants had been closely
observing the healthcare sector and
making ﬁrst moves, they took a step further
during the past few months in order to
enter a new industry.
As the crisis has highlighted several issues
of our current health systems (slow patient
management, lack of material etc.), it shed
light on various opportunities for innovation
and disruption.
Tech giants have shown their capacity to
react quickly and seize these opportunities.

Underlying debates

Amazon

Apple

Microsoft

Johnson & Johnson

US

Emerging issues

Australia

With many countries
implementing lockdown, digital
entertainment (music & video
streaming, video games, social
networks…) has been placed at
the center of users’ daily lives.
Entertainment giants have seen
huge demand spike, and have
demonstrated their capacity to
absorb and support large spikes
in usage, but also the relevance
of their services.

Facebook
Messenger

Whatsapp

Underlying debates

coming
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With shops closed, shopping habits have been
evolving towards more digital, with consumers
massively turning to online shopping. This has led
to an increase in e-commerce, drive shopping,
and click & collect, favouring giant platforms that
could rely on their solid e-commerce
infrastructures and wide logistics networks.
Tech giants have been building on this change in
usage, quickly launching new shopping features.

Underlying debates

Google

Shoploop

Facebook
Instagram Shop,
Uber Eats

Facebook

Carrefour

Emerging issues
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Slack

Physical distancing and lockdown has
accelerated adoption of remote work for both
workers and students. This has led to a strong
adoption of digital tools, including
videoconferencing, putting pressure on the
infrastructures of companies that were not
always prepared for such an inﬂux.

new record
subscribers

Despite some security breaches and
infrastructure crashes, companies have managed
to ﬁx and develop further their solutions, and
emerged stronger from the crisis.

Underlying debates

9,000 new paid customers
80% increase

growth
visitors

doubled
revenue

Monthly unique
33 millions

Emerging issues
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What would a “reasonable”
future look like?
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Reasonable.
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If we were to imagine a “reasonable”
future for the next 10-15 years, what
would it look like?
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Building a reasonable future
implies to rethink our modes of
living, consuming, and sharing,
and to question these future
innovations:
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These questions & debates
need to be anticipated from the
very ﬁrst steps of the design
process of future products &
solutions, to maximize value
creation for all stakeholders.

Source: Impact Wheel developed by Fabernovel
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BNPP group

Thank you

Jean-Christophe LIAUBET
Partner
+33 6 08 86 24 88
Jean-christophe.liaubet
@fabernovel.com
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Market cap: Total dollar market value of a company's outstanding shares of stock. It is calculated by
multiplying the total number of a company's outstanding shares by the current market price of one share.
EBIT: Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) is a measure of a ﬁrm's proﬁt that includes all incomes and
expenses (operating and non-operating) except interest expenses and income tax expenses.
EBITDA: Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization is an accounting measure calculated
using a company's earnings, before interest expenses, taxes, depreciation, and amortization are subtracted.
FCF: Free cash ﬂow (FCF) is a measure of how much cash a business generates after accounting for capital
expenditures such as buildings or equipment.
EPS: Earnings per share are the amount of net income from shares divided by the total number of shares
outstanding.
Net income: Net income (NI) is calculated as revenues minus expenses, interest, and taxes. It is an indicator
of a company's proﬁtability.
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IPO: Initial public offering, the ﬁrst sale of a company's shares to the public.

